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Conditions assuring that a compact space is a compactification of the ratlonals are given. 
Relations between the n-weight and strong densit] are discussed. 
I rr-*eight strong density compactification I 
We are interested in two questions about compactifications of the space of 
rationals. First, what properties do .a11 compactlfications (or growths) of the space of 
rationals hare? Secondly, what properties of a colmpact Hausdorff space assure: that 
the space is a compactification of the space of rationals? We also answer a question 
raised by Weston and Shilleto [7] by displaying a compact Hausdorti space with 
countable m-weight such that no dense subset is second countable, and we partially 
answer another question raised in [7] by showing that for small compact Hausdorff 
spaces, the strong density equals the v-weight. We note that all of the proofs are both 
short and easy. 
I. Preliminary definitions and theorems 
All giv;=n spaces are assumed to be completely regular and Hausdorff. flX denotes 
the Stone-Cech compactification of the space X. The: space of rational numbers is 
denoted Q. A growth of a space X is a space of the form X* -X where X* is a 
compactification of X. 
For a set S, the cardinal of S is denoted ]Sl. The weight of a space X, denoted wX, is 
the smallest cardinal cy such that X has base of cardinal (Y. The w-weight of X, 
denoted *BIMIX is the smallest cardinal 4~ such that there is a collection %, called a 
?r-base, of open subsets of X such thi,t !.X] = ar and every open subset of X contains 
an element of Ize. The density of X, dencted X, is the smallest cardinal at such that -X 
has a dense subset of cardinal (Y. The strong density of X, denoted sdX, is the 
supremum of densities of dense subsets of X. If sd X = &, X is said to be dense- 
separable. If p E X9 the ehmzcter ofp in X9 denoted &I, X), is the smallest cardinal of 
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a neighbourhsod base at p. If CY is a cardinal number, Q+ denotes the cardinal 
successor of QI. 
We now list sevxxl results which we will use in the remainder of the paper. 
IA. Theorem (Sierpinski [5j). A countable, first countable space without isolated 
points is homeooTorphic to Q. 
“1.2. Theorem (Cech-Pospisil, see [3, p. 321). If Xis compact and 1x1 < 2”, where a is 
a cardinal number, then X has a dense zdbset D such that for each p E D, x(p, X)< (r. 
1.3. Proposi~~~ (See il 9 p. 791). For an arbitrary space 3~ and cardinal a, the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) X has a compartification of strong density a. 
Qii) Every compactijkation of X has strong density a. 
(iii) sd PX = cy. 
1.4. Proposition (See [3, p. IO]). If D is a dense sJrbset of X., ?tD = vX. 
2. Properties of compactiffications of Cl! 
Chandler, nn his lecture notes on Hausdorff compactifications [l] asks Fy;hat 
properties are shared by all growths of the space of rationals. In this section we 
discuss some such properties as well as properties hared by compactifications of Q. 
2.1. Props&ion. Suppose A is a set of uncountable cardinality and for each h E A, XA 
is a space having at least two points. Thee no dense subset of x AGxXA is 
(homeomorphic to) a growth of Q. 
roof. Any dense subset of X AEA XA is also a dense subset of X AEA /3XA, which is 
not dense-separable (see, for example, [7]). Therefore, if D is dense in X AGO X, then 
D has a compactification which is not dense- arable. On the other hand, if 
G = Q* -Q where CP* is a compactification of then CP* is a dense-separable 
compactification of G. Therefore, by Proposition 1.3, every compactification of G is 
dense-separable, Thus, D is not homeomorphic to G. 
ositian. Every growth of Q has countable r-weight. 
of. This is immediate from the facts that VWQ = MO and if Q* is a 
compactification of CP, then Qk - *. Now apply Proposition 1.4, 
We now give a sufkient condition for a compact space to be a compactification of
Q. 
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If X is separable, first countable, and has no isolated points, then X 
contains a dense subset homeomorphic to Q. Thus, if X is compact, X is a 
qompactijication of Q. 
. If D is a countable dense st‘bset of X, by Theorem 1.1 the (dense subspace D
is homeomorphic to 
2.4, E le. Every dense subset of Helly space W (see [6]) is separable since by 
Proposition 2 .2, d has a dense subset homeomorphic to Q and therefore, by 
Proposition 1.3. AS dense-separable. 
The next proposition gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a space to be a 
compactification of Q. 
251 ition. A compact space X is a compactification of Q if and only if X is 
dense-separable, X has no isolated points, and X has a dense subset D each of whose 
points has countable character in X. 
Proof. (Necessity). By Proposition 1.3, every compactification of Q is dense- 
separable. Furthermore, setting D = Q gives the required set of points of firs? 
countability. 
(Sufficiency.) Let A be a countable dense subset of D. By Theorem 1.1, the space 
A is homeomorphic to Q. Since A is dense in X5 X is a compactikation of G. 
2.6. Corollary. If 2No c 2N1, then a compact space X such that 1X1-- 2”0 is a 
compactification of 63 if and only if X is dense-separable and X has tzo isoiated points. 
Proof. Necessity is immediate from the necessity in Proposition 2.5. For sufficiency 
we note that under the set theoretic assumption that 2No c ZN1, Theorem 1.2 implies 
that X has a dense set of points of first countability. Therefore, by Proposition 2.5, X 
le. Xri Corollary 2.6, if the assumption 1X1= 2”0 is not made, the result 
fails (irrespective of set-theoretic assumptions.) In [4] it is Iproved that p(paS - Q) is 
dense-separat le. However, since in general OX -X has no point of fir:Pt countability 
(see, for exa: V qle, [2,9.6]). neither PQ - 0 nor @ (PUJ! -Q!) - (PO - 9) has any point 
of first countability. Therefore, @(PO-Q) is r,aot a compactification of U& We will 
return to this example in Section 3. 
ks. (1) We do not know if the set-theoretic assumption 2No < 2”’ is necessary 
in Corollary 2.6, that is, we do not know if 2’*0 = 2N1 implies the existence of a 
dense-in-itself dense-separable compM space of cardinal 2”” which has no point of 
first countability. 
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(2) Another question is whether the phase “dense-separable” can be replaced by 
“separable” in Corollary 2.6. For this question we note that if 2*O = 2N1, the product 
(0, l}*l is a separable compact dense-in-itself space which contai s no point of first 
countability. Even if 2No C 2N I, an affirmative answer would presumably require the 
full strength of the separability assumption - the countable chain condition is not 
enough since a Souslin line with endpoints is a CCC compact space which is not 
separable. 
Although (at least) separability is required for corollary 2.6, assuming 2wo < 2Nl, 
every dense-in-itself compact space of cardinal 2*0 does contain a copy of Q. 
2. reposition. Assume IZHo < 2K *. Then if X is compact, 1x1 = 2Ko, and X has no 
isolated points, then X contains a copy of 63. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.2, X contains a den-se subset D such that each point of D is a 
point of 5rst countability of X Choose XOE D. For each positive integer m, choose 
x,,, E 6) so that thk sequence (x,) converges to x0. For each positive integer n 1, choose 
a sequence (x,,, ) contained in D and converging to xnr. Then for each nl, n2 choose a 
sequence (G,~~& contained in D and converging to xnlnz. Continuing in this way 
we get a countable set of points of first countability with no isolated points, namely, 
1X -: IT is finite sequence of positive integers}. By Theorem 1.1, this set is homeo- 
morphic to Q. 
2.9. Corollary. Assume 2uo < 2N1. Then every dense -in -itself compact spuce X of 
cardinal 2#0 contains a non -empty dense -separable compact space without isola t& 
poin3. 
roof. Suppose A is a subset of X such that A is homeomorphic to 43. By 
Proposition 2.5, ClxA has the required properties. 
3. m-weight, weight, and strong 
In this section we 8.. _ .a two questions raised by Weston and Shilleto. The first 
question is: If X is comp~.~:t, is here a dense subset D of X such that vie = ?rwX? 
Tke following example answers this question negatively. 
le. Let X = - 43). We claim that lrwX = HO but if D is dense in X, 
fact, xti, D for each p E D). To see this we note that since BQ -- Q 
is dense in PQ, by Proposition 1.4 WC hzve 
then for each p ED, 
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The second question of Weston and Shilleto is: If X is compact, is it the: case that 
= sdX? We give a partial affirmative answer to this question. In particular, if 
1s small relative to sdX in a sense to he spxified in the following proposition, 
then sdX = nwX. The proof is basically a generalization of the proof of Corollary 
2.6. 
3.2. Proposition. Suppose that X is a compact space such that 1X1< 2(sdix? Then 
mwX = sdX. 
Proof. It is clear that for any space Y, sd Y G ww Y. By Theorem 1.2, there: is a dense 
subset D of X such that for each p ED, x(‘p, X)G sdX. D has a dense subset A of 
cardinal at most sdX. F’or each p E A, let UViP be a neighborhood base of p of cardkal 
at most sdX. Then UpEA VP is a v-base of cardinal at most sdX. Thus rrwX = sclX. 
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